PROGRAMACIÓN DEL PRIMER CURSO DEL NIVEL AVANZADO C1 (C1.1)
A. CONTENIDOS GRAMATICALES ESPECÍFICOS
























The continuous aspect
Describing habits: will / present continuous +always, keeps + -ing, will keep + -ing /
used to & would + other expressions
Hypothetical conditional: past (3rd conditional) + other forms with similar meaning
(Supposing you’d…, Had I known…, But for…)
Mixed conditional
Regrets
Verb patterns: “present”, passive, perfect and negative (to- infinitive or -ing)
Noun phrases
Relative clauses (defining / non-defining), relative pronouns, fixed prepositional
phrases and relative clauses (at which point, in which case, …)
Introductory It
The perfect aspect: present/past/future perfect + perfect infinitive
Modal verbs and related phrases
The passive
Future forms: be going to / will / present continuous / present simple / future
continuous / future perfect & future perfect continuous / modal verbs / be to / be due
to
Concession clauses: Although…, While /Whilst…, Much as…, Hard as we tried…,
Whatever he says…, In spite of / Despite…, Nevertheless, …
Cleft sentences: It +… / What +… / other structures
Participle clauses : past participles / present participles / Having + past participle
Future in the past
Ellipsis and substitution
Tenses for unreal situations: It’s (high)time…, What if / Suppose / Supposing, would
rather / would sooner, as if / as though
Adverbials: manner, time, frequency, probability, purpose + comment adverbials
Inversion: after negative adverbials + conditional clauses
Comparative structures: modifiers (considerably, much , way, …), double comparatives
and progressive comparatives

B. TEMPORALIZACIÓN
Primer cuatrimestre













The continuous aspect
Describing habits: will / present continuous +always, keeps + -ing, will keep + -ing /
used to & would + other expressions
Hypothetical conditional: past (3rd conditional) + other forms with similar meaning
(Supposing you’d…, Had I known…, But for…)
Mixed conditional
Regrets
Verb patterns: “present”, passive, perfect and negative (to- infinitive or -ing)
Tenses for unreal situations: It’s (high)time…, What if / Suppose / Supposing, would
rather / would sooner, as if / as though
Adverbials: manner, time, frequency, probability, purpose + comment adverbials
Inversion: after negative adverbials + conditional clauses
Comparative structures: modifiers (considerably, much , way, …), double comparatives
and progressive comparatives
Noun phrases
Relative clauses (defining / non-defining), relative pronouns, fixed prepositional phrases
and relative clauses (at which point, in which case, …)

Segundo cuatrimestre











Introductory It
The perfect aspect: present/past/future perfect + perfect infinitive
Modal verbs and related phrases
The passive
Cleft sentences: It +… / What +… / other structures
Participle clauses : past participles / present participles / Having + past participle
Future forms: be going to / will / present continuous / present simple / future continuous
/ future perfect & future perfect continuous / modal verbs / be to / be due to
Concession clauses: Although…, While /Whilst…, Much as…, Hard as we tried…,
Whatever he says…, In spite of / Despite…, Nevertheless, …
Future in the past
Ellipsis and substitution

